Molecular simulation study of cavity-generated instabilities in the superheated Lennard-Jones liquid.
Previous equilibrium-based density-functional theory (DFT) analyses of cavity formation in the pure component superheated Lennard-Jones (LJ) liquid [S. Punnathanam and D. S. Corti, J. Chem. Phys. 119, 10224 (2003); M. J. Uline and D. S. Corti, Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 076102 (2007)] revealed that a thermodynamic limit of stability appears in which no liquidlike density profile can develop for cavity radii greater than some critical size (being a function of temperature and bulk density). The existence of these stability limits was also verified using isothermal-isobaric Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. To test the possible relevance of these limits of stability to a dynamically evolving system, one that may be important for homogeneous bubble nucleation, we perform isothermal-isobaric molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in which cavities of different sizes are placed within the superheated LJ liquid. When the impermeable boundary utilized to generate a cavity is removed, the MD simulations show that the cavity collapses and the overall density of the system remains liquidlike, i.e., the system is stable, when the initial cavity radius is below some certain value. On the other hand, when the initial radius is large enough, the cavity expands and the overall density of the system rapidly decreases toward vaporlike densities, i.e., the system is unstable. Unlike the DFT predictions, however, the transition between stability and instability is not infinitely sharp. The fraction of initial configurations that generate an instability (or a phase separation) increases from zero to unity as the initial cavity radius increases over a relatively narrow range of values, which spans the predicted stability limit obtained from equilibrium MC simulations. The simulation results presented here provide initial evidence that the equilibrium-based stability limits predicted in the previous DFT and MC simulation studies may play some role, yet to be fully determined, in the homogeneous nucleation and growth of embryos within metastable fluids.